Abstract-Most of PC-based e-learning contents are not accessible on mobile devices because incompatibilities issues between desktop computing and mobile computing. In this paper we propose a module based content adaptation method for adapting composite e-learning web pages composed by Microsoft (MS) Producer tools for delivering the contents onto mobile learners. Although MS Producer e-learning web pages only view on Internet Explorer browser, with implementation of our propose method now people can access it through mobile browser on mobile devices. Our method performs information extraction, transcoding and generates a new content for mobile device based on device context and capabilities. The method performs 100% accurately of information extraction and successfully generates new content that compatible to at least 94.5% of common mobile browser.
I. INTRODUCTION
The advances of mobile communication technologies and rapid adoption of mobile devices with internet capabilities make learners can access the e-learning content "anytime anywhere" with mobile devices [1] . Many universities develop their e-learning web page to provide online learning materials but mainly for viewing on desktop computer, that is why those e-learning content are not accessible through mobile handled device such us mobile phone, PDA, Smartphone or iPhone. The problem is that those learning contents may not be supported by mobile devices. Also, the mobile device may run different operation systems (Symbian, Windows Mobile, iOS, Android) and support different markup language, such as WML, cHTML, or XHTML. Hence, there is a desire to transcode the e-learning content to an adaptive format that is more suitable to be presented on the mobile devices.
In this paper, we propose a module based content adaptation method for adapting a composite PC-based e-learning web page and deliver it onto mobile device through mobile browser. A composite e-learning web page is an e-learning content that consists learning objects like text, document files, presentation slides, or audio and video; whereas all contents are independent as separate files but composed in one web page. A main difference between composite e-learning web page and common (non-composite) e-learning web page is how contents construct on the web page. In common e-learning web page all learning object put in text and hyperlink directly in a web page, while composite e-learning page put learning object by loading its information from database or other files like Javascript file or XML. The composite e-learning web pages usually developed by specific e-learning authoring tools, such us Adobe Captivate, Microsoft Producer, or Audacity, has typical structure that cannot be adopted directly using previous content adaptation algorithm. General content adaptation method [1] - [6] that assume all content information are getting from single file that being processed, cannot recognize object in web page that stored in client side programming language variables like Javascript. Then, we present the new approach of adaptation mechanism using combination of the context awareness [1] [2] [3] , content adaptation [4] [5] [6] and information extraction technology [7] combined with relevant established standard web technology to solve the problem of presentation the content under heterogeneous environment of mobile devices. In the following we will describe adaptation mechanism for adapting composite e-learning content developed with Microsoft (MS) Producer. MS-Producer is an add-on tool of Microsoft PowerPoint for creating a composite e-learning web page that combine video of lecture with presentation slides. Content creates with MS-Producer is browser dependent, only work on Internet Explorer (IE) browser version 5 or higher, and not compatible for mobile browser, even on IE for windows mobile. In other word, we can say that MS-Producer e-learning contents are not accessible through mobile devices and it will useless in mobile era. By using our content adaptation method and implementation of adaptation on MS-Producer e-learning content, people can reuse the existing MS-Producer e-learning content for support learning process through mobile device as a part of mobile learning systems. Then, mobile learning as a new paradigm on learning through mobile device can utilize old existing e-learning content without technology gap problem. This paper is organized as follows. In the following section we introduce the architecture of module based e-learning content adaptation. Section 3 present the implementation of module based e-learning content adaptation system on MS Producer content. In section 4, the performances of the system are evaluated via some experiments. Finally, this paper concludes and sketches the future research in section 5.
II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE OF MODULE BASED E-LEARNING CONTENT ADAPTATION
A. System Architecture In our research, we propose a proxy based approach of module based device-independent content adaptation system for online adaptation of composite e-learning web page. Proxy based means that our systems work as a proxy between user and original web content. Device-independent means that our system generates adaptation results in standard web technology. Module based means that our adaptation engine is compound of separate independent modules that modular but can interact with standard data format (XML).
We divide the system into 3 engines: Client Detector Engine (CDE), Content Adaptation Engine (CAE), and Transcoding Engine (TE). The architecture is shown in Fig. 1 is simplified from [1] . CAE receives request from a mobile device user with the context data and features of device and user profile. CDE takes responsibility for detecting all capabilities of client mobile devices (device type, browser, screen size, and multimedia capabilities) and contextual data (location, time, network performance, and network type) using the WURFL (Wireless Universal Resource File) model to define the features of devices and mobile browsers [8] . In terms of adoption, WURFL is today more popular than pure UAProf or CC/PP solutions. WURFL model is an XML configuration file which contains information about capabilities and features of many mobile devices in the wireless world. Also, the repository of device in WURFL is updated every day by contributors in the world.
Fig. 2 Module Based Content Adaptation Engine Flow Diagrams
Transcoding Engine (TE) contains all conversion engines for various types of learning object media, such as text, image, standard document, audio, and video. Learning object is getting from the original resource from e-learning web server. The conversion format of learning object then stores in content cache for further use without repeating transcoding process for the same object. After TE parses transcoding request from content adaptation engine (CAE), it choose a conversion engine to transform contents into adaptive content and responses the transcoding result to CAE.
B. Content Adaptation Engine
Content Adaptation Engine (CAE) is a most important component in our system. The adaptation and intelligent process within Content Adaptation Engine contain 4 modules, as follows: Content Analysis, Content Adaptation, Content Restructuring and Content Delivering as shown in Fig. 2 . Module based adaptation assuming the processes within CAE block are running in separate independent modules. Each module can communicates and interacts through standard format of web data in XML or RDF.
In content analysis, system can performs html parsing to recognize and extract content information from an e-learning web page and construct it as a structured data in XML format. Content adaptation part performs the important process of the system for deciding best adaptation process of the content. In this process, CAE uses a set of rules and selection process to decide transcoding mode to fit client devices capabilities. Transcoding selection is based on information about capabilities of user mobile devices receives from CDE. Content Restructuring is process for create a new page as a new compose of PC based e-learning content into mobile browser based e-learning content. Content delivering performs delivering process for transfer new content into client mobile devices. In content restructuring, system generates new web pages in specific markup language that supports by mobile device, such us: WML, cHTML, or XHTML.
We design a module based adaptation system with a simplifying algorithm for adapting any kind of composite e-learning content in one system. For instance, we can create separate content analysis module for each type of e-learning content and combine it with general module for content adaptation module. Likewise, we can add new cascading template for better displaying on new device, without modifying all modules but only on content restructuring module.
C. Adaptation Algorithm of Module Based system
Module based adaptation method perform adaptation process based on the structure of composite type of e-learning web page. We design general algorithm for adaptation composite e-learning web page whereas in different composite structure. The general algorithm for each module is shown in Table 1 .
The important step in our algorithm is step 3 and 6. In step 3, we have to design specific information extraction module for extract content from each of composite e-learning web page. Pre-observations on composite type is needed to understand content data structure before develop information extraction algorithm. In step 6 of adaptation algorithm we implement rule based [6] approach with our own definition rule, to decide best transcoding scenarios based on user profile as facts. The adaptation rules are organized according to the content object types that they are applied to. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show example rules for image and video transcoding. For example in rule number 1 of image transcoding, system will convert image width (X) into user screen height size (Z) if user screen size is lower than image size (X>Z) and user device has dual orientation capability (like iPhone). Otherwise, system will rotate image in 90 degree in clockwise direction and convert image width into the size of user screen height size (Z) for device with height size larger that width size. In rules number 2 of video transcoding rules, system will transform video files into audio files if user device has no video support but only audio support. 
III. MODULE BASED CONTENT ADAPTATION FOR MICROSOFT PRODUCER E-LEARNING CONTENT
MS Producer is a great tool for creates a comprehensive composite e-learning content that combine and synchronize presentation materials from PowerPoint slide with the presentation video and content list. Unfortunately, MS Producer content is browser dependent and useless in mobile era. That is why we create a content adaptation module for MS Producer E-Learning content for adopting the contents and delivering it to mobile learners. First, we investigate on MS Producer typical files to understand the structure and identify the main information and learning objects. Fig. 5 shows the sample of MS Producer e-learning page from Saga University E-Learning site 1 . We add label on the figure to shows the position of content main information and the learning object. Main information is stored in Javascript (projecta.js) and html files on content directories. Although javascript variable is easily to extract and display directly to the web using javascript language, we cannot use javascript language for this content adaptation because some mobile browser does not support it and system need to extract data for prior processing on server. That is why information extraction from javascript file is needed on server side processing.
A. Information Extraction of Learning Content Data
We implement the concept of hierarchical wrapper induction (also known as STALKER) method [7] for extract information from MS Producer web page, because all data about e-learning content and learning object is store in one semi structured file. The main idea of STALKER method is to run a sequential hierarchical extractor by recognizing first position and end position of the context. Extraction rules can be based on "landmarks" that enable a wrapper to locate an item x within the content of its parent item p [7] .
For instance, let us consider the content data in projecta.js file presented in Fig. 3 as parent item p. In order to extract the title data, we can identify the beginning of the title content use rule R1 and extract the title content use R2. R1 = SkipTo('g_szLoadingTitle')SkipTo('= "') R2 = title = GetToken(' "; ') The rule R1 has the following meaning: start from the beginning of the page and skip everything until you find string g_szLoadingTitle. Then, again, skip everything until you find string ('= "'). Rule R2 has GetToken() function to get all string from the current position until found the occurrence of string in input parameter. For this case, the string is double quote and semi colon character. Then string "Design Principle Part 1 of 3: Introduction" extracted.
Same rule and algorithm can implement in hierarchical for page p to extract all content information. The main information to extracts is title, presenter, description, preloading image and list of contents with related link information for presentation slides. The main objects are presentation slide files, image files and video file. Presentation files can be in image file, PowerPoint file (ppt) or html file. Extracted of content's main information and learning object is structured in standard XML file as shown in Fig 7. 
B. Transcode and Content Recomposing
In MS-Producer e-learning content, learning objects are: presentation video in wmv format and presentation slides in various formats. Presentation slide is composing of image (jpg, gif or png) with slide animation using html syntax in html format. The adaptation of presentation video is converting to specific video format supported by mobile device, like mp4 or 3gpp format. Otherwise, just extract audio from video for device without video capability. Adaptation strategy for presentation slide can be in 4 options depending on user device profile or mobile browser capability, as follows: 1) Source Image with rotate and or rescaling 2) Converted to WBMP with rotate and or rescaling 3) Source html format in iframe 4) Convert html to pdf
We design image adaptation with rotate and/or rescaling for better display on mobile screen, because most mobile device has screen height larger that screen width. However, this image adaptation strategy neglects the animation within a presentation slide, except option number 3.
Systems compose a new mobile content by restructuring the information and learning objects from XML data combine in a template based web page. We design one column layout structure with link on each slide content and video content. Image or document file of presentation slide and video will display in separate page if user clicked on the link. We implement a WALL based template to generate web page in xhtml, or chtml or wml markup format, based on markup language support by user device browser. We adopt the WALL [9] to layout the learning contents based on our template for layout structure. WALL offers a solution to provide adaptive markup language for wireless application.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
We implement our method of content adaptation system as an online content adaptation proxy server using PHP web programming language with Tera-WURLF [13] for detecting mobile device and profile and WALL4PHP [14] for adapting markup language into client device markup language support. We use existing composite e-learning course content webpage from some universities repository as samples. Fig. 8 shows adopted version of Saga University E-Learning sample page. This adopted version is accessed from iPhone, with adaptation processes are: convert image size into iPhone height size and convert video from wmv into mp4 format. Presentation slide of each topic is in image format (jpg) and html format. Using our module based content adaptation for MS Producer composite e-learning page, all the contents are accessing on mobile devices through mobile browser. For evaluation, we conduct experiment on mobile device and mobile browser to ensure that our adaptation strategy will fit the capabilities on most of the current mobile device and browser. We also conduct experiment for measuring the successfully on extract information and learning object from MS Producer E-Learning content and display it on mobile browser.
A. Device Context and Mobile Browser Compatibility Test
We have tested among several mobile phones, Smartphone, PDA, iPhone and simulator to detect device context awareness. The result is in Table 2 shown the system can detect important attribute value of mobile devices. Detected mobile attributes are screen size, browser type, and multimedia capabilities (supported audio and video format). The system can detect the attribute values based on the need of the system. But, we may not detect the multimedia features for 8 of 42 mobile devices. At this situation, we use assuming capabilities from similar device. 
A. New Composite E-Learning Performance Measurement
We conduct experiment on about 86 composite e-learning content web pages from 5 repositories of 5 providers (provide by university or community) to measure the successfully of our method on content adaptation. These contents are getting by search using Google search engine. The result of experiments is shown on Table 4 . We access the content through our proxy based content adaptation system and comparing with original version accessed through Internet Explorer browser from desktop. All the 86 source content from 5 repositories is successfully access through mobile browser with capabilities of WML, cHTML or XHTML. All important learning objects from e-learning sources are extracted and accessible through mobile devices. Fig 9 shows the display of adaptation on some mobile devices.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we propose a module based content adaptation for adapting composite e-learning web page and deliver it to mobile learners based on capabilities of user mobile device. We use Microsoft Producer composite e-learning page as a case study of our module based method. Our method performs information extraction, content adaptation and generating mobile content based on user mobile context awareness. Using our method, 100% of MS Producer e-learning content using in our experiment is accessible through mobile browser from mobile devices.
Although video synchronization is an essential thing in producer typical content, the proposed methods do not cover video synchronization at this time.
In the near future, we will pay more attention to advanced algorithms to synchronize video with presentation slide contents. Also we will expand our method for other composite e-learning contents.
